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HOMELESSNESS STRATEGY 
Standing Orders Suspension — Motion 

MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [3.03 pm] — without notice: I move — 
That the standing orders be suspended so far as is necessary to enable the following motion to be moved 
forthwith — 

That this house calls on the McGowan Labor government to provide immediate emergency 
funding to address the homelessness crisis plaguing Perth and broader Western Australia. 

Standing Orders Suspension — Amendment to Motion 
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [3.03 pm]: I move — 

That the following words be added to the motion after “forthwith” — 
, subject to the debate being limited to 15 minutes for government members and 15 minutes for 
non-government members 

I will just speak very briefly to this amendment to the motion. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members, I cannot hear the Leader of the House. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The government is very happy to entertain suspensions. However, we are having an 
interesting experience now, because, once again, both opposition parties have not taken up the opportunity to 
register a matter of public interest today, which is a pattern of behaviour that we saw earlier in the year. The former 
manager of opposition business remembers very well that it became an almost regular occurrence at question time 
that a suspension was prepared beforehand. We are happy to entertain this motion, but I need to highlight that the 
Nationals WA were beaten to the race behind the Chair, because the National Party is also going to move 
a suspension of standing orders today, which we will also entertain. But, once again, this is very — 
Mr R.H. Cook: Sloppy. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: It is sloppy, Minister for Health. It is disappointing that the opposition does not utilise 
the conventions of the house that it has open to it, which includes matters of public interest. I agree to 15 minutes 
a side for this motion, but I foreshadow that for the next motion, we will agree to only 10 minutes a side. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Standing Orders Suspension — Motion, as Amended 

The SPEAKER: Members, as this is a motion without notice to suspend standing orders, it will need an absolute 
majority for it to proceed. If I hear a dissentient voice, I will be required to divide the Assembly. 

Question put and passed with an absolute majority. 

Motion 
MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [3.05 pm]: I move the motion. Today during question time, the Premier 
confirmed that the “Our Priorities: Sharing Prosperity” document has no reference to homelessness in it. He hung 
his hat on the 10-year strategy that his government had been talking about since March 2017. In two years and 
seven months, we still have not seen this strategy. It was meant to be out this year. It was then pushed out to 
November, and now the Premier has said that the strategy may come out early next year. It might be three years 
before the government comes out with a strategy to deal with homelessness. It has no commitment to helping the 
most vulnerable people in Western Australia or the service providers that help them. 

Looking back on 27 June 2019, it is pretty obvious why the Minister for Community Services has no interest. I will 
quote from Hansard. When talking about homelessness in Fremantle, she said — 

… he is so scared to go to Fremantle because there is so much homelessness there. … It is not that bad. 
I live in the middle of it. It is okay; 

The Minister for Community Services is saying that the homelessness in Fremantle is all okay. She is happy to live in 
the middle of it and nobody should be scared of all these homeless people who are suffering. When I asked her further — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: When I asked her whether she was concerned about the growing homelessness problem 
in Australia, she said, “Where is the advocacy from the other side? Where is the advocacy from the opposition for 
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the homeless people in Rockingham, for the homeless people in Fremantle, for the homeless people in Perth, for 
the homeless people in Mandurah?” She wants us to write to her to advocate for the homeless people in the middle 
of where she lives; otherwise, she will not do anything. I am hoping that all those members who represent those 
electorates write to this minister, because she is obviously not interested in doing anything until they do. 

I went to most of the events during Homelessness Week, from 5 to 9 August. Do members know that I did not see 
the minister at most of those events? As a matter of fact, at most of the events that I went to, I did not see any 
Labor Party members. I was there. I went to the events. I did not see too many members there. Just recently, on 
Tuesday, 8 October 2019, I went down to Government House where the Governor held a reception for the City of 
Perth in support of Homelessness Week 2019. Service providers from Fremantle and Perth were there, along with 
organisations that provide services throughout the state of Western Australia. Do members know how many 
ministers where there? There were zero ministers at a Government House reception for the City of Perth during 
Homelessness Week. There was not one minister there. The only member of Parliament there was the local 
member, the member for Perth. That was the best the government could do. We are expected to believe that those 
members take this seriously, but they cannot even show up to Government House. The Governor was hosting all 
these people who work so hard and contribute to this sector every day. Ministers could not even give them the 
courtesy of showing up to say thank you for the wonderful work that they do. I could not believe it. I was shocked. 

Another situation is St Patrick’s Community Support Centre in Fremantle. The Minister for Community Services 
would know about St Patrick’s in Fremantle. It is a wonderful organisation. St Patrick’s was trying to set up a 31-bed 
facility in Rockingham. I am sure the member for Fremantle will know about this. The Premier should know about 
this as well; I am not sure whether he does—however, St Patrick’s tried to set up a 31-bed facility in Rockingham. It 
was funded completely by donations. The building was there and no government money was required. The planning 
officers at the City of Rockingham had approved it; they said that it should be approved as there were no issues. The 
majority of councillors at the City of Rockingham quietly supported the proposal to set up this 31-bed facility. The 
broader local community supported the facility. However, there was some localised opposition to it. There were no 
planning grounds on which to refuse it, so what did the councillors do? In early 2019, even though it ticked all the 
boxes, it was important and they supported it, they thought that, as there were some objections to it and an election 
was coming up, they would vote against it. The councillors voted against it and knocked back this 31-bed facility for 
St Patrick’s. Do members know what the councillors expected? They expected St Patrick’s to go to the State 
Administrative Tribunal. They thought that St Patrick’s would go to SAT, which would approve it, and everyone 
would be happy and it would be done and dusted. But do members know what St Patrick’s did? It walked away. The 
council did not want it and it told St Patrick’s that the community did not support it. The Premier and the member for 
Fremantle did not advocate on its behalf. This 31-bed facility, which should be open in Rockingham right now, did 
not open, as the council decided to knock it back because of the council elections—of all things. How ridiculous is 
that! I know that the councillors are disappointed and ashamed. 

Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Minister! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: You should be ashamed of yourself, minister, because this is all true. If you were doing 
your job, you would know what is going on in this sector, but instead you are asleep at the wheel! 

Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Carine, through the Chair, please. Minister! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: We know about the homeless village in Rockingham. The Premier refused to go and see 
those people—he refused point-blank. The Minister for Community Services defended him. She said that he did 
not need to go down there and that we could not bully him into going to see the homeless people in his own 
electorate. Even after Laurie Lewis committed suicide, the Premier still refused to go down there. People were 
suffering in pain. Eventually, on 26 July 2019, the Premier went down there and he promised to help Alan and 
Lynn Cone. On 2 September 2019, I went back down there and guess what? The Premier had delivered nothing. 

Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members on both sides, please. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The Premier did not help the homeless people at that Rockingham village. There was 
another media article and another attack in Parliament, and when I rang Alan and Lynn a week later, I found out 
that they had got a home. I spoke to someone down there today. 

Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Minister for Community Services, I call you to order for the first time. 
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Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Nine of them have got homes now, not because of the member for Fremantle, the Premier 
or Labor, but because of the opposition advocating on their behalf in this Parliament. 

The volunteers who work in this space are disappointed in the minister and the government and they are disappointed 
in the rhetoric and the language that they use. I have emails from them telling me that. I could read them out, but 
I will not do so right now. They said that they are disappointed in the rhetoric and the language used by this 
government. Let us use an example. I went down to Street Friends the other day. Has the member for Fremantle 
been to Street Friends at the corner of Pier and Wellington Streets? I do not think so. According to Michelle, the 
minister has not been there. The Premier and the Deputy Premier have not been there. The only person who has been 
there is the Minister for Housing. He went there for a Christmas function. Three hundred homeless people are fed 
there a week. Street Friends is closing down because it has no support and no funding. All it gets is platitudes from 
this government. It is walking away from feeding 300 people every week. Street Friends said, “Tranby Centre is 
getting some money and it’s open until 7.00 pm. We’ll let them worry about it. We’re walking away from this 
space because nobody cares and nobody is helping.” Shame on the minister and shame on the Premier! 

MRS A.K. HAYDEN (Darling Range) [3.13 pm]: I rise to support this very important motion calling on the 
government to find and fund a solution to this homeless crisis. We heard the Premier say during question time that 
the government is working towards a 10-year strategy. Ten years is not going to cut it. Our CBD and our small 
businesses and retailers cannot survive another 10 years of this. On Friday, I doorknocked business owners and 
retailers throughout the CBD. Our city is meant to be the heart and soul of our state. Our city is meant to be our 
business and commercial hub. It is meant to be our retail and entertainment precinct. It is meant to be the major 
attraction in our state. Sadly, under this government’s watch, it is not. The Minister for Small Business can 
shake his head all he likes, but vacancies in the CBD are at 17 per cent. Major outlets are looking at moving out 
of the city because they cannot stay viable. Do members know why they cannot stay viable in the city? There were 
two major issues front and centre on Friday. The cost of living means that there is no spare cash for people to 
spend on their shopping. That is a real issue that this government keeps ignoring time and again. The second issue 
is homelessness and the drug-influenced vagrants roaming around the Hay Street and Murray Street Malls. There 
are 19 vacant shops in the Hay Street Mall—a major mall in the city where tourists walk and want to shop and 
where mums and dads want to take their kids on the weekend and shop. However, they do not do that because they 
are frightened. If members opposite do not want to listen to us, they should read the many media articles in the 
paper every week about homeless people upsetting retail sales and the viability of small businesses in the CBD. 
I suggest that they start reading the paper, because they are not listening to us and they are not listening to the 
business community. They need to realise what they need to do about it. 

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: It is obvious that the Minister for Small Business is not listening, because he does not even 
talk to them. I asked them what the government is doing and they said that the government promised to activate 
Perth, but they read that as deactivating Perth. That is what this government is doing to the CBD of WA—it is 
deactivating it. It is not supporting tourism. Tourism in Perth is dying. Businesses are dying. 

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: You are the biggest joke this government has ever seen and you are the biggest joke this 
state has ever seen in tourism! 

All I will say is this: the government should stop cashing in its money and start doing its job and invest in the CBD 
and our small businesses. 
MR D.T. REDMAN (Warren–Blackwood) [3.16 pm]: The Nationals WA also support this motion from the 
Liberal Party. There seems to be a big disconnect here. The jobs rhetoric that the government is running makes us 
think that it will solve all these issues, but it will not; they are getting worse. There seems to be some sort of smoke 
and mirrors with jobs in Western Australia. The government talks about jobs and what it is doing with the economy, 
yet this major issue of homelessness is emerging. I want to highlight that the issue extends well beyond 
metropolitan Perth; it goes into regional Western Australia. A lot of the impact is quite significant. In fact, some 
recent Australian Bureau of Statistics figures suggest that WA’s outback has the highest rate of homelessness, with 
1 868 homeless people and 1 341 marginally homeless people. That is around 21 per cent of WA’s homeless people. 
More than 60 per cent of homeless people in the Pilbara and Kimberley were forced to live in severely overcrowded 
dwellings. That is a massive tally. I hope that when the government finally gets together some sort of strategy, it 
includes regional Western Australia, because regional Western Australia is where a big chunk of the challenge lies. 
I understand that in April last year, the McGowan government was gifted a 10-year plan to end homelessness in 
Western Australia. It was pulled together by the WA Alliance to End Homelessness, yet the government said in 
August last year that it would have a 10-year plan that would be out by the end of last year. Here we are in October — 
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Ms S.F. McGurk: That’s not true. 

Mr D.T. REDMAN: The public record suggests that the government was going to have that out by the end of last year. 

Ms S.F. McGurk: Where? 
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I will get back to the minister about that. 

Ms S.F. McGurk: You just made that up. 
Mr D.T. REDMAN: No, I did not make that up. 

The SPEAKER: Minister! 

Ms S.F. McGurk: We’ve never said that. 
Mr D.T. REDMAN: The government had the chance to take on the 10-year plan that was put on its lap and it has 
not. Here we are in October, nearly the end of Labor’s term in government, and the challenge still exists. I hope 
that regional Western Australia gets a look in as far as that is concerned. Even today’s Bunbury Herald had articles 
about homeless people knocking on the door of the member for Collie–Preston’s office, because people in the 
south west have huge concerns. Regional Western Australia must get a look-in here as well. I hope the government’s 
strategy encompasses them as well. 
MR S.K. L’ESTRANGE (Churchlands) [3.18 pm]: The reason the government does not get it is that it does not 
care. The Premier has spent 23 years of his working life in this place and look at the surrounds he is in. Before 
that, he had a nice desk down at Garden Island as an officer in the Navy—doing it real tough down there as a lawyer 
in the Navy. The Premier would not even visit the homeless people in his own electorate of Rockingham. He would 
not even get off his seat and have a look. The government does not care about the homeless. It is a good thing the 
member for Carine is sticking up for them, because without him, those homeless people would not have a voice. 
There are 23 739 people who present with homelessness issues every year. That is a statistic. Forty per cent of 
those are homeless. That is a big number that needs to be sorted out. Do members know the worst performing 
electorates when it comes to homeless people in WA? Guess who they belong to? They belong to members on the 
other side. Ranked first, we have the members for Kingsley, Mt Lawley, Mirrabooka, Girrawheen and Balcatta in 
the City of Stirling with 520 homeless people. Ranked second, we have the member for Perth, with 464 homeless 
people. Ranked third, we have the Shire of Derby–West Kimberley. We know the member for Kimberley is 
doing her best, but she is being let down by the Premier and the minister. She is out there trying, but she is not 
getting the funding support she needs. In fourth place is the member for Thornlie, sitting in the City of Gosnells, 
at 399 homeless people. The member for Southern River is not off the hook either. He is doing nothing for those 
people. In fifth place—where is Xena the Warrior Princess for Wanneroo when it matters, because 367 people are 
homeless out there? 

The SPEAKER: Member, call the member by the correct title please. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: The member for Wanneroo, who the homeless would hope was their Xena warrior princess, 
Mr Speaker, has let them down. They have all let them down. 

Withdrawal of Remark 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I ask the member for Churchlands to withdraw that comment about the member for Wanneroo. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Which one? 
The SPEAKER: What you said before about the member. 
Mrs M.H. Roberts: He has no respect for women at all. 
The SPEAKER: Minister for Police! 
Mrs M.H. Roberts: She is a member of Parliament. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: It was a metaphor, Mr Speaker. 
The SPEAKER: No, just withdraw. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I withdraw. 
The SPEAKER: Thank you. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: The bottom line is that the McGowan Labor government cares about two things: its Metronet 
spin and its debt reduction spin. That is all it is interested in, those two aspects of spin. It got elected and all those 
members I mentioned got elected off the back of pork-barrelling promises and handing out big cheques. The 
member for Southern River told us all about them a couple of years ago. What was it? “Local projects, local votes” 
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cheques that members opposite rolled out to get themselves elected. Guess what they needed to do? Guess what 
the member for Perth needed to do when he was managing the rolling out of all those cheques? He should not have 
turned his back on the 520 homeless people today. He should have been out there saying that those people need to 
be supported. It is not good enough. 
MS S.F. McGURK (Fremantle — Minister for Child Protection) [3.21 pm]: Honestly, anyone who has been 
working in these sectors understands that turning around disadvantage involves complex issues. That is particularly 
the case for Labor members who are driven by their care for some of the more disadvantaged in our community. 
That is one of the reasons they are in this house. Those sectors require resources and money; that is true. But they 
also require intellect, commitment, a strategic approach and determination, none of which we see demonstrated on 
the other side. All we see is opportunism and an incredibly shallow understanding of the sort of disadvantage that 
has led people to become homeless in our communities. The motion today also addresses homelessness and asks 
the government to provide immediate emergency funding. The government is providing significant funding—over 
$90 million—to homelessness services around the state. 
Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Carine, you had your go. 
Ms S.F. McGURK: We understand that there is a huge need, as there is around the country and around much of 
the western world, to address the various levels of disadvantage, particularly street-present homeless people, but 
we also know that that is just one form of homelessness. Homelessness has many faces. It might include people 
sleeping in cars and couch surfing, and in regional centres it might look like it does in the urban metropolitan city 
centres, but in rural and remote areas homelessness has a very different face as well, and we need to understand that. 
In fact, one of the things we did when we commenced the homelessness strategy is commission some comprehensive 
research by the University of Western Australia to give us a good statistical basis to understand exactly how 
homelessness presents itself throughout the state. The Centre for Social Impact pulled that information together. 
Far from just pulling a piece off the shelf and saying, “Here we go, we’ve got a strategy; let’s go ahead with that”, 
what we have also done for the homelessness strategy is work with the sector under the leadership of Debra Zanella, 
the head of Ruah and the president of the Western Australian Council of Social Service, to work with the directors 
general of Communities—previously Grahame Searle, now Michelle Andrews—through the supporting communities 
forum, to lead the work that will be the homelessness strategy. 
I understand that people are impatient, member for Darling Range. I am sure everyone in this chamber understands 
that there is an impatience for this work, but we need to be strategic. We need to look at the best evidence-based 
approaches to dealing with homelessness and we need to bring along all our effort, not in just one portfolio but 
harness our efforts in health, mental health, combating drug and alcohol addiction, police, public housing and my 
portfolios. Other drivers that can significantly impact homelessness are family and domestic violence. We are 
working on all those feeders, if you like, to homelessness to get an effective solution. 
We did not say, and we have never said, member for Warren–Blackwood, that we would release it last year. The 
member just made that up. We commenced it late last year. 
Mr D.T. Redman: Did you say you would release a draft? 

Ms S.F. McGURK: Yes, and we released a directions paper. We have stuck to the time frame that we stated publicly, 
and we want to pull together the best evidence base that we can to have a strategic and thought-out approach to 
dealing with homelessness. I have seen a draft of that report and I think it will be very solid. As I said during 
Homelessness Week, it will essentially use the cornerstone of the Housing First approach to ensure that we give 
people not only the right accommodation, but also the supports they need to keep them in housing. Evidence in Perth 
and also overseas—for instance, in Ireland—shows an over 80 per cent retention rate for homeless people who are 
given the right supports. The Ruah project, 50 Lives 50 Homes, which is leading a consortium of over 20 providers 
and supporters, is getting a significant retention rate for the people it is supporting, and some of those people are 
chronically homeless. Ruah is getting good returns. That is the sort of approach that we need to make sure is at the 
centre of our strategy, but there will be other solutions as well. In particular, we need to look around the state, and 
the regions will very much be in our line of sight in our approach. I understand that in Bunbury, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie 
and Albany, people are really feeling the pull of seeing people in their community who are doing it tough. 

We understand that homelessness does not define a person, but it is something that they are going through. We 
need to understand what is happening to those people if we hope for them to have stable accommodation in the 
future, and not only provide them with the right sort of housing, but also work with them to overcome some of 
that disadvantage. That is why we are also working on a trial for Home Stretch, because the child protection system 
has some supports after people reach 18, but they need to reach out for those supports, and Home Stretch is a much 
more intensive way that we can provide support for those people. We have significantly increased our funding to 
Foyer Oxford and, in my electorate, 20 Lives 20 Homes. I worked with local businesses who raised $1 million 
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towards the Housing First approach in Fremantle, where we will make sure that we have good data analytics. The 
City of Fremantle has also come to the party to contribute in that sense, and we have nearly $1.45 million towards 
the 20 Lives 20 Homes project in Fremantle. We also gave extra funding to the Tranby Centre in Perth after 
advocacy by the member for Perth. 

We understand that there is a lot to do. There is no doubt about it. Homelessness is not new, although people such 
as the member for Carine might have only just discovered it. I have never heard him speak on this issue, except in 
the last two months. 

Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Carine, I call you to order for the second time. 

Ms S.F. McGURK: I feel very comfortable that I have a good, solid relationship — 

Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 

The SPEAKER: I call you to order for the third time, member for Carine. Get ready to go home. 

Ms S.F. McGURK: As a minister, I have a solid relationship with the sector, and we are working together in 
partnership to understand not only the immediate issues, but also the systemic issues that we need to address. What 
architecture and framework do we need to put in place to provide lasting and long-term change? Another very 
good example of that was the food relief framework that was recently launched as a result of $340 000 funding by 
Lotterywest to work with the Western Australian Council of Social Service. It is to look not only at what food 
relief and food insecurity looks like in this state—it is important we understand that—but also, in a state that has 
a lot and in which food often goes to waste and corporates want to contribute, at how we bring that together 
considering the particularly challenging landmass we live in. Foodbank and SecondBite are the two big food relief 
providers across Western Australia. Jim Mullen from SecondBite’s national office in Victoria said that the food 
relief framework this government had worked on with WACOSS was one of the most sophisticated pieces of work 
he has seen in this country and perhaps internationally. We need to harness the existing food distribution systems 
in Western Australia if we want to provide food relief to those who really need it. We obviously have a good track 
record for providing extra funds to financial counselling through the hardship utility grant scheme. However, we 
also want to make sure people are provided with not only an immediate handout but also services to overcome the 
disadvantage that has led them to that sort of difficult position in their lives.  

There is a lot to do. Neither I nor this government shies away from that. We are working with many portfolios to 
not only make sure we provide immediate relief, but also do what we can to provide good structural change to make 
sure those people are lifted out of that disadvantage and set on their feet again so that they can lead good, happy, 
secure and stable lives into the future. 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland — Minister for Police) [3.31 pm]: This suspension of standing orders 
demonstrates how much the opposition is struggling. There has just been a two-week break in the parliamentary 
session. Normally, we would expect an opposition to come back with a substantial matter of public interest for 
debate, but members opposite have nothing. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: After a two-week break, they have come up with nothing of substance. Their arguments 
lack substance and credibility. Perhaps they should get the member for Riverton, their former leader, involved in 
the strategy team. He is obviously on the outer. A couple of people opposite have some substance but they are not 
part of it. Today we have heard a few shallow claims in their arguments for a suspension of standing orders. 
A suspension of standing orders is supposed to be for a matter that has become urgent on the day. 
I acknowledge that homelessness is an ongoing issue and one that our government is dealing with. I acknowledge 
also that members opposite failed to deal with it for eight and a half years. What they have come forward with is 
shallow and lacking in substance. Let us look at the arguments they put forward today. The member for Carine’s 
argument centred around him attending a lot of functions, having a lot of hors d’oeuvres and a few drinks and chatting 
to a lot of people about homelessness, but he has not seen enough government members doing the same thing. He 
complained that while he was at Government House, the government’s only representative was the member for Perth. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members, you had your go over there; let the minister have her go. 
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Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: The member for Perth is chairing a committee and working with people to deal with the 
issue of homelessness. He is a very appropriate representative of the government to be there. That was the big 
issue raised by the member for Carine. 
Let us move on to the member for Darling Range. Her big complaint was that homelessness is no good for tourism; 
homelessness is driving tourism down. She does not care about the poor people who are homeless. What she cares 
about is that businesses have a problem and that tourism is allegedly being driven down. The only problem is that 
tourism has never been better. We have never had more visitations. Our Minister for Tourism is doing a simply 
brilliant job. More planes are flying into and out of the state. Loads of people are coming in from overseas and 
interstate and moving around the state. Tourism has never looked better, but the member for Darling Range has 
made this spurious, shallow argument that somehow homelessness is driving down tourism. Tourism has never 
been better. Those are the opposition’s two lead speakers. Who knows what the member for Churchlands said, 
other than just having a general spray about where homeless people are. The fact is that under this Leader of the 
Opposition, all members opposite can offer are a few glib lines and a few shallow statements. The Leader of the 
Opposition said that homelessness was terrible and these people are all meth zombies. She was the minister 
responsible for doing nothing about methamphetamine. We were elected on a commitment to do something about 
it. We have invested over $120 million of additional money into the meth action plan alone to deal with the issue 
of methamphetamine use. We have to look beyond what is driving these issues. That is why we are spending 
money to deal with the methamphetamine problem. We have put in place the mental health police co-response 
teams to deal with the issues on the ground. 
The opposition has not raised a single matter of urgency; it has not provided a single substantial argument. 
Members opposite are shallow and hopeless. 

Division 
Question put and a division taken with the following result — 

Ayes (17) 

Mr I.C. Blayney Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup Mr J.E. McGrath Mr D.T. Redman 
Mr V.A. Catania Mr A. Krsticevic Ms L. Mettam Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller) 
Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr S.K. L’Estrange Dr M.D. Nahan  
Dr D.J. Honey Mr R.S. Love Mr D.C. Nalder  
Mr P.A. Katsambanis Mr W.R. Marmion Mr K.M. O’Donnell  

 

Noes (35) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr M. Hughes Mr P. Papalia Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr W.J. Johnston Mr S.J. Price Mr C.J. Tallentire 
Mr J.N. Carey Mr D.J. Kelly Mr D.T. Punch Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke Mr M. McGowan Mr J.R. Quigley Mr P.C. Tinley 
Mr R.H. Cook Ms S.F. McGurk Ms M.M. Quirk Mr R.R. Whitby 
Ms J. Farrer Mr S.A. Millman Mrs M.H. Roberts Ms S.E. Winton 
Mr M.J. Folkard Mr Y. Mubarakai Ms C.M. Rowe Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Ms E.L. Hamilton Mr M.P. Murray Ms R. Saffioti Mr D.R. Michael (Teller) 
Mr T.J. Healy Mrs L.M. O’Malley Ms A. Sanderson  

            
Pairs 

Mr P.J. Rundle Mr F.M. Logan 
Ms M.J. Davies Ms J.M. Freeman 

Question thus negatived. 
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